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Abstract
We have developed a secure enterprise network access control system (SENACSY) to make an enterprise network secure and to free users from the effort of configuring their personal computers (PCs).
Users can connect their PCs to the enterprise network without considering where they are. We give an
overview of this system in this letter and describe the quarantine function in the April issue.

1. Role of an enterprise network in the business
world

tain 802.1X-enabled switches [1] and IPsec security
gateways [2].

Information stored in an enterprise system is very
useful and helps users make decisions and respond to
customers’ orders quickly. An enterprise system
occupies an essential position in the business world
and is connected to an enterprise network so that various kinds of information can be shared by many
users. Users need to access the enterprise network to
get various kinds of information from the enterprise
system wherever they are. Therefore, many enterprises have provided various different access methods to
their network. For example, many enterprises have
introduced wireless access points and remote access
servers into their network and users often access it
with network devices such as wireless local area network (LAN) devices and cellular phones from inside
or outside their office buildings.
Since proprietary and confidential information
stored in an enterprise system affects the enterprise’s
competitive position and must be protected against
disclosure, theft, and inadvertent loss, it is important
to make an enterprise network secure. Therefore, new
network equipment that supports high-security technologies has been introduced into the enterprise network. For example, many enterprise networks con-

2. Problems caused by highly secure enterprise
network
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When there are alternative network devices for
accessing the enterprise network and strong security
technologies are implemented in the enterprise network, new problems arise [3].
(1) More troublesome configuration burden on
users and higher network management cost
Ordinary users, such as ones belonging to the sales
department, are not experts in network protocols, but
they are required to learn to configure various network devices and protocols that enable high security.
However, it is difficult for ordinary users to develop
such skills in a short time. Hence, the configuration
burden imposed on ordinary users interferes with
their main role. In addition, the number of inquiries to
the network administrator increases when ordinary
users cannot configure their personal computers
(PCs).
(2) Difficulty of enforcing a network management
policy to be followed by users and preventing
unauthorized access to the enterprise network
To secure an enterprise network, it is insufficient to
simply introduce network equipment that supports
high-security technologies. When users configure
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their PCs by themselves, they may connect them to
the Internet without using antivirus software and firewall settings. Unexpected configurations could allow
in viruses, worms, and so on or allow unauthorized
access to the enterprise network, leading to leaks of
proprietary and confidential information stored in an
enterprise system.
(3) Complicated user operations to access the
enterprise network
To effectively connect their PCs to the enterprise
network, the user must choose the most suitable network device and protocols and perform suitable
actions to access it. This is complicated for ordinary
users. Whenever the users move from one location to
another where the network environment is different,
they must perform complicated operations again.
3. System development purpose
NTT Information Sharing Platform Laboratories
has developed a secure enterprise network access
control system (SENACSY). This system reduces the
management cost of the enterprise network, achieves
high security, and improves the user’s operations at
the same time. Some examples of using this system
are shown in Fig. 1. When a user moves to various
places inside or outside his office buildings, he can
connect his PC to the enterprise network safely by a
simple operation. The quarantine network shown in

Fig. 1 is based on the quarantine function in the
SENACSY, which will be described in the April
issue.
4. System overview and operation flow
An overview of the system is shown in Fig. 2. This
system consists of two components: a profile generating system that issues profiles, including authentication information needed to access the enterprise
network, and a SENACSY tool that is used by users
to access the enterprise network. The network administrator issues a profile and an authentication token
supporting PKCS#11 [4] using the profile generating
system. The features of this system and the operation
flow are described below.
(1) Issuing of profiles
The network administrator issues a profile using
the profile generating system and distributes it to the
user. This profile includes network settings and
authentication information needed to access the
enterprise network. The user can connect his PC to
the enterprise network just by importing the given
profile into his SENACSY tool. In other words, the
user can access the enterprise network without any
knowledge of networks or security. Furthermore, the
network administrator distributes the profile to the
users after verifying that it can establish a connection
to the enterprise network. Therefore, the users expe-
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Fig. 1. Examples of system usage.
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rience less trouble. This system frees users from the
troublesome configuration burden and reduces the
network management cost.
(2) Issuing of authentication tokens
The network administrator issues an authentication
token and distributes it to the user along with the profile. The profile is encrypted to prevent its contents
from being exposed to anyone. Encryption also prevents users from modifying the contents. However, if
the key that is used to decrypt the profile is inadequately managed, it is impossible to protect their contents against the threats mentioned above. We chose
to store the key within an authentication token and
make it impossible to extract the key from it. This
scheme can prevent even a legal user from knowing
the authentication information needed to access the
enterprise network. Therefore, this system can solve
the problem of forcing users to follow the network
management policy.

After installing the SENACSY tool onto his PC and
importing the profile into the SENACSY tool, the
user can connect his PC to the enterprise network.
The installation and importing operations are ordinary procedures, so we omit their descriptions here.
(3) User authentication
The user authentication screen of the SENACSY
tool is shown in Fig. 3. The user inserts the authentication token into his PC and inputs his user ID and
personal identification number (PIN). This two-factor authentication and the use of encryption for the
profile solve the problem of unauthorized access to
the enterprise network.
(4) Connection to the enterprise network
The main screen of the SENACSY tool is shown in
Fig. 4. There are two drop-down lists in the main
screen. The upper one lists target networks. The user
chooses the network he wants to connect to, such as
his enterprise network or the Internet. The lower one
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Fig. 2. System overview.
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lists access paths. An access path consists of a series
of procedures that describes the configuration of network devices and protocols. If there are multiple
access paths to reach the target network and the user
does not know which is appropriate, he can choose
“auto selection”. In this case, the SENACSY tool
chooses the most suitable access path and connects
his PC to the target network automatically. The user
does not have to perform any troublesome settings,
because the profile contains all the information needed to access the target network. Thus, this system
solves the problem of complicated user operations to
access the target network. We call this function for
automatically accessing the enterprise network a
“ZeroConfig function”. It is achieved by the profile
structure. The following section explains the profile
structure and the ZeroConfig function.

5. Profile structure and ZeroConfig function
5.1 Profile structure and profile issuing function
An example of a profile structure is shown in Fig. 5.
The profile is organized hierarchically. It has four levels called profile list, profile group, access profile, and
profile component. The profile group corresponds to
the target network in Fig. 4. The access profile corresponds to the access path in Fig. 4. Each profile component has network or authentication protocol parameters. The network interfaces and protocols supported by the SENACSY tool are shown in Table 1.
Almost all the protocols used in enterprise networks
are supported.
An access profile and a profile group consist of one
or more profile components and access profiles,
respectively. Access profiles in a profile group have
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PPP

Profile group
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Fig. 5. Example of a profile structure.

Table 1. Supported network interfaces and protocols.
Network interface Wired LAN (IEEE802.3), wireless LAN (IEEE802.11), serial
Protocol

IP(v4), PPP, PPPoE, IPsec (manual-key, preshared-key, PKI), IEEE802.1X (EAP-TLS/ EAP-TTLS)

Others

Web configuration, routing configuration, quarantine configuration (with personal firewall)

IP: Internet protocol, PPP: point-to-point protocol, PPPoE: PPP over Ethernet, PKI: public key infrastructure,
EAP: PPP extensible authentication protocol, TLS: transport layer security, TTLS: tunneled TLS
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the same target network. When a profile group
includes multiple access profiles, each access profile
is given a priority. If the profile group is for the enterprise network in Fig. 5, then “802.1X-enabled switch
from the office” has the highest priority, “wireless
access point from the conference room” has second
priority, and “dial-up connection” has third priority.
A user can change the priorities in a profile via the
SENACSY tool. A profile list includes one or more
profile groups as shown in Fig. 5.
It is very important that profiles are issued effectively because the profile generating system issues all
the profiles for all users. The fields of a profile can be
classified into two types: individual and common
information fields. The network administrator generates a profile through two steps. First, he generates a
template that includes the common information for
all users. Then, he generates a profile by adding individual user information. By decreasing the number of
fields required to generate the complete profile, the
system enables the network administrator to issue
profiles effectively.
The network administrator must consider the relationship between profile components because an
access profile is a series of profile components. For
example, he must select one out of “serial”, “wired
LAN”, and “wireless LAN” for the first profile component in an access profile. In addition, he must select
a “PPP” profile component after the “serial” profile
component. However, the system constrains the network administrator so that mistakes cannot be made.
5.2 ZeroConfig function
Here, we explain the operation of the ZeroConfig
function using the example in Fig. 5. In this example,
we assume that the user accesses his enterprise network from outside his office buildings.
First, the SENACSY tool tries the first access profile: “802.1X-enabled switch from the office”. However, this fails because the user is outside his office
buildings and there is no wired LAN cable connected
to his PC. Second, the SENACSY tool searches for
the wireless access point specified in the profile component of “wireless LAN” to access the enterprise
network. However, this also fails because the user is
outside his office buildings and the SENACSY tool
cannot find the wireless access point in the conference room. Finally, the SENACSY tool tries “dial-up
connection”. If his PC is equipped with a wireless
dial-up device such as a cellular phone and it is in a
communication area, the user can connect his PC to
the enterprise network.
Vol. 4 No. 3 Mar. 2006

The SENACSY tool tries to access the target network in the order of priority associated with the
access profile. However, the user can choose a specific access profile in the main screen when he wants
to specify the access profile to use. In this case, the
SENACSY tool tries to access the target network
directly by that method.
6. Comparison with other products and
introduction example
6.1 Comparison with other products
There are some products that help users to connect
their PCs to their target network. For example, “IBM
Access Connections” [5] is a connectivity-assistant
program for ThinkPad*. Users of the “IBM Access
Connections” are able to create and modify network
configurations for their PCs. Therefore, it is difficult
to force the users to follow the network management
policy and to prevent the configuration information
from being exposed to anyone.
As another example, Kyocera Communication System Co, Ltd provides an integrated authentication service called “NET BUREAU” [6], which enables a
network administrator to force the users to follow the
network management policy. However, it does not
support as many protocol combinations as SENACSY
does, so it is difficult to introduce “NET BUREAU”
into existing enterprise networks without any change.
SENACSY supports many protocols, as shown in
Table 1, and can combine protocols if the combination conforms to protocol standards, so SENACSY
can be easily introduced into existing enterprise networks without any change or much additional cost.
This is an important feature because most enterprises
already have networks.
6.2 Introduction example
The operating systems (OSs) required by this system are shown in Table 2. The SENACSY tool is
installed on the user’s PC. The profile generating system consists of a server and clients so that this system
can be operated by multiple network administrators
simultaneously.
We introduced this system into the Otemachi communications building of the NTT holding company in
March 2005 and 60 users are currently utilizing it.
This system is part of the “storage centric security system” announced in a news release in April 2005 [7].
* IBM personal computer division was acquired by Lenovo group in
2005.
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Table 2. Required OSs.
Component
SENACSY tool

OS
Windows XP Professional & Home Edition, Windows 2000 Professional

Profile generating system (server) RedHat Enterprise Linux ES3.0, RedHat Linux9
Profile generating system (client)

Windows XP Professional (Internet Explorer 6.0)

7. Future work
This system automates the procedure for establishing a network connection. In the future, we will
examine various functions such as one that enables
the enterprise system to be available after a user logs
in to the OS. We are also planning to support other
authentication tokens being developing in the NTT
group besides the currently supported iKey1000 [8]
produced by SafeNet Inc.
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